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The present invention relates to methods of electrical 10 storage and to electrical storage apparatus in which data 15 in an electrical form are converted into a charge pattern 20 on an insulating surface by bombarding the surface with 25 a cathode-ray beam, the original electrical signals being 30 recovered from the record by a reading operation which 35 also involves the use of a cathode-ray beam.

The invention is concerned with the fact that no insulat- 40 ing surface which will accept such a charge pattern will 45 retain it indefinitely. Not only does leakage of charge 50 over the surface limit the storage time, but the record 55 may be wholly or partly erased each time the record is 60 read.

One object of this invention is accordingly to provide 65 means for reading a record in the form of a charge pattern 70 from an insulating surface without erasing it. An- 75 other object is to provide means for extending the life of the record by regenerating it during reading opera- 80 tions spaced by intervals which are short compared with the leakage time. Still another object is to provide a method of storing information in the form of charges and 85 subsequently regenerating the stored information.

It can be arranged that the time for which information is available is longer than the leakage time by reading the record during its life, and using the reconstituted signals to give rise to a new record on a second insulating surface: the second record may then be read in its turn, 95 and caused to give rise to a third record. If the reading process is one which sweeps the surface clean, the third record may be made on the original insulating surface, 100 the record being treated as below to insulating surfaces, 105 and being always available on one of them. Because a 110 large part of the equipment is duplicated, such an ar- 115 rangement has many disadvantages. Moreover, there is 120 difficulty in performing, at any time other than that determined by the normal sequence, the operations of writing new information into the record and reading an element from the record.

A further object of the invention is therefore to pro- 125 vide means whereby a charge pattern may be regen- 130 erated upon the same surface thus avoiding the need for an intermediate record. Evidently, the invention offers the advantage of simplicity, in that only one recording surface is involved. Another advantage arises as follows: if a record is made and subsequently read without interven- 135 tation to remove charge, there is a danger that a part of the record other than that intended may be read, due to intervening changes in operating conditions producing changes in the instantaneous positions of the cathode ray beam. By the use of the present invention, however, at each regeneration, the record is effectively re-formed under conditions which are very closely similar to those which obtained when the original record was made, but which need not be exactly the same; that is to say, the physical location of the record on the insulating surface in successive regenerations may be subject to a slow wander as the operating conditions undergo the slow

changes which are unavoidable in practice, but such a slow wander does not make for difficulty in reading, provided the record is read and regenerated at a rate which is high compared with the rate of variation of operating conditions. Clearly, if a record is made and subsequently read without intermediate regeneration, there is a danger that a part of the record other than that intended may be read, due to intervening changes in operating conditions.

According to the invention, electrical information-stor- 150 ing means comprise an insulating, recording surface con- 155 tained in an evacuated envelope with means for produc- 160 ing a cathode-ray beam at a velocity such that, when the beam strikes the surface, the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, means for causing the beam to explore the surface, modulating means for causing the beam to give rise to a charge pattern on the surface corre- 165 sponding to modulations characteristics of information to be recorded, signal pick-up means associated with the surface, means for extracting from the pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subse- 170 quent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation, and means for causing the extracted transients to operate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

The nature of an element of the charge pattern de- 175 pends on the information to be recorded. In the appli- 180 cation of the invention to the storage of binary principles (numbers in the scale of two, in which only the digits 0 and 1 are employed), the charge distribution represent- 185 ing 0 and 1 are made different, and each is an ele- 190 ment of the whole pattern. Conveniently, either digit is associated with a characteristic modulation, and the occurrence of the other is represented by the absence of modulation. As has been explained, the physical location of the record on the surface may be subject to a slow wander due to changes in operating conditions, and thus an element of the charge pattern is not fixedly as- 195 sociated with any particular area of the surface.

The invention is based on the fact that when a catho- 200 de-ray beam explores an insulating surface under con- 205 ditions such that the ratio of secondary electrons liberated to primary electrons arriving is greater than unity, and when the beam is modulated so as to give rise to a charge pattern characteristic of the modulation, the sig- 210 nals set up in pick-up means associated with the surface during a subsequent, similar exploration of the charge pattern by the beam contain portions which were not present in the modulation, and which anticipate those parts of the reconstituted signals which mark the occurrence, during the original exploration, of a modula- 215 tion. That is to say, in the subsequent exploration, the advance notice appears in the signals in the pickup means of the modulations which must be effected during the subsequent exploration in order to regenerate the charge pattern. Thus in the subsequent exploration, the record is read, and anticipatory initial transients in the reconstituted signals are extracted and caused to operate the modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

The way in which the anticipatory transients arise is fully explained below; here it may be said, briefly, that they are due to the fact that secondary electrons liberated whilst the beam illuminates one spot on the surface contrib- 230 ute to the charge left on the adjacent spot illuminated during the previous instant, and when the adjacent spot is next explored, a signal arises which takes account of the secondary electrons referred to: but if the exploring beam illuminates a spot on the surface and is then ex- 235 tinguished, the signal arising when that spot is next explored will be of a different nature, for the next spot
in the exploratory sequence was not illuminated, and hence did not contribute secondary electrons to the earlier one.

The invention is of particular (but not exclusive) application to storage in digital computers and like machines, and provides means for storing numbers, operations, routing instructions and so on in such machines. Other features of the invention will appear hereinafter.

Reference is now directed to the accompanying drawings, in which

Fig. 1 shows schematically, by way of example, one form of information-storing means according to the invention.

Fig. 2 illustrates the operating conditions of the arrangement of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3(a) to (h) are diagrams illustrating the regeneration of the charge pattern, and

Fig. 4 is a circuit diagram of a form of gate circuit employed in the arrangement of Fig. 1.

Referring to Fig. 1, the charge pattern is set up on the phosphor screen 57 on the end wall of a cathode ray tube 5. This screen forms an insulating recording surface.

The tubes have a cathode 6, a modulator grid or anode 7, first and second anodes 8 and 9, a third anode 10 constituted by a conducting coating on the inside wall of the tube, and a signal pick-up plate 11 in the form of a conducting coating on the outside wall of the tube adjacent the first anode. Two pairs of grid deflection plates 12, 13 are provided to deflect the beam in two coordinate directions. The second and third anodes are held at earth potential, the remaining electrodes having suitable negative potential.

A generator 14 of rectangular pulses (which will be referred to as the "dielectric" pulses) produces regularly recurring pulses, at a frequency of about 80,000 per second, as indicated in Fig. 3(c). The duration of each pulse is about 3.5 microseconds, and the intervals between pulses is about 8.5 microseconds. Pulses from generator 14 are fed to a divider 15 which produces pulses corresponding to every 36th input pulse, and the output of divider 15 locks a saw-tooth X time-base generator 16 whose output is applied to the X plates 12 of the tube 5. The forward sweep-to-flyback ratio of the X time-base is 8:1, and the beam is blocked for the flyback by means which have been omitted from the drawing for the sake of simplicity. Divider 15 also locks a second saw-tooth generator 17 which produces a Y time-base at a suitable multiple of the X time-base period, and feeds the Y plates 13.

The tube is operated at a beam velocity such that the ratio of secondary electrons struck on the phosphor screen to primary electrons arriving is greater than unity. Fig. 2 shows, by the full line curve, the variation of the ratio referred to with beam velocity. It has been found that in a practical tube, there may be small patches where the phosphor screen does not cover the glass end wall, and to avoid spurious signals, the beam velocity is preferably chosen so that the secondary-to-primary ratio is also greater than unity for the glass. The dotted line in Fig. 2 shows the variation of the secondary-to-primary ratio for the glass of the tube; thus a suitable beam velocity is one between $V_1$ and $V_2$.

The normal beam velocity is a substantially constant one, and as the beam sweeps over the screen in tracing out a rectangular raster, it leaves behind it a trail of positive charge marking each line. Information is inserted for storage by modulating the beam to cut-off by means of clock pulses from generator 14, which are allowed access to the modulator 7 through a gate 18 when a negative potential is applied to terminal 19. In a system in which digital principles in the scale of two are to be stored, the digit 1 may be marked by beam cut-off (and hence a break in the positive trace) and the digit 0 may be marked by the absence of a break in the trace (that is to say, no beam modulation) during the occurrence of a clock pulse.

In Fig. 3(a) the digital principle 1101 (representing the scale of ten number 11 = 11 × 2 = 11 × 2 + 2) had been chosen for purposes of illustration: the positive trace is shaded, and the corresponding modulator waveform is of the shape shown in Fig. 3(b), but is in opposite sense and of greater magnitude (evidently, there will be room in each line for a 32-digit principle, and as many principles may be stored as there are lines in the raster: the discoveries on which the invention is based are, however, fully illustrated in Fig. 3).

The charge distribution along the line of Fig. 3(a) is believed to be as shown in Fig. 3(b), in which positive charge is plotted below the datum line. As the beam sweeps over the screen, it leaves behind a trail of positive charge due to the fact that more secondaries leave than primaries arrive, and this trail is of course absent when the beam is cut off. The trail is not so positive as it would be if all the secondaries were removed by the third anode, because they are tied in all so removed; some fall back into the trace behind the advancing beam, and leave it somewhat less positive than the potential to which it was brought by the beam. Now those parts of the trace immediately before each black-out in the scanning sequence must clearly be left more positive than the mean potential of the trace, because they do not receive secondaries from the intervals in the scan in which the beam is cut off, and therefore remain at the positive potential to which they were brought by the beam. There is thus formed in the trace, immediately preceding each region corresponding to beam black-out, a characteristic "well" of positive charge.

When next the beam scans the line of Fig. 3(a), with no negative modulating potential applied at 19, the signal appearing at the output of the gate 18 is shown in Fig. 3(c). The signal plate 11 is as shown in Fig. 3(c). The negative-going initial transients are caused by the beam falling on the positive wells referred to above (and it is believed that each transient begins slightly before the beam arrives at the well which produces it); the small positive transients are due to the disappearance of the primary electron charges when they are tied in all so removed. Thus when the charge record of Fig. 3(c) is examined it is seen that the signal due to each element of the charge pattern which was produced by blacking out the beam contains an anticipation initial transient which gives advance notice of the fact that, in the scan in which the record was made, the beam was at a point which is being approached.

In order, therefore, to regenerate the charge pattern, the gate 18 is made to open when the output of amplifier 20 contains a negative-going initial transient, to allow a clock pulse to have access to the modulator 7 to cut off the beam. To prevent spurious operations, the negative transients are selected by strobe pulses applied to gate 18 from a strobe-pulse generator 21 driven from generator 14. In Fig. 3(c) the small positive transients are due to the disappearance of the secondaries from the cloud when the beam is switched off under the control of the initial negative transient and the larger positive transients are chiefly due to the re-establishment of the positive charge trace when the effect of the negative transient ceases and the beam is again switched on.

The circuit of the gate 18 is shown in detail in Fig. 4.

The output of amplifier 20 is fed, in the sense shown in Fig. 3(c), to terminal 23, which is connected to the control grid of a pentode 24 through a diode 25 connected so as to be able to pass on only those parts of the input voltage variations which are negative-going. The strobe pulses, which are phased with respect to the clock pulses as shown in Fig. 3(d) and are negative-going with positive intervals between them, are fed in at terminal 26. The cathode of diode 25 is earthed through resistance 28, and the anode of a diode 27, to
which the strobe pulses are applied, is earthed through resistances 29, 30 in series.

A condenser 31 is connected between the anode of pentode 24 and earth, and charges positively through resistance 32 when valve 24 is cut off. The anode of valve 24 is connected through resistances 33, 34, 35 to a point at a negative potential of about $-150$ v, and the junction of resistances 33, 34 is connected to the cathode of a diode 37 whose anode is connected to the cathode of diode 25. The rising anode potential of pentode 24 is applied through condenser 38 to the grid of a valve 39 which has a resistance 40 in its cathode circuit and functions as a cathode follower.

During the positive intervals between strobe pulses, diode 27 conducts, and the control grid of pentode 24 tends to become more positive; the anode potential of pentode 24 accordingly falls, and diode 27 conducts, causing diode 25 to conduct and preventing further rise in grid potential. Thus the junction resistances 33 and 34 is held at a potential slightly negative to earth, and the junction of resistances 34 and 35 is therefore at a fixed, rather more negative potential: this is the starting level on the grid of valve 39. It is arranged that in the intervals between the strobe pulses the cathode of the diode 27 does not become more positive than the anode thereof.

If a negative pulse should appear at terminal 23 in the absence of a strobe pulse, the fact that the diode 27 is conducting prevents appreciable lowering of the potential of the grid of pentode 24. The negative-going transients applied at 23 are of sufficient amplitude to cut off pentode 24, and when such a transient occurs during a strobe pulse, the diode 27 is insulating, the pentode 24 is cut off, and condenser 31 charges positively through resistance 32. When condenser 31 begins to charge positively, diode 37 becomes cut off, and the anode potential of pentode 24 continues to rise until the strobe pulse ends, with the result that the cathode potential of valve 39 rises as shown in Fig. 3(f). At the beginning of each such rise, the potential at the cathode of diode 41 is zero (earth potential) and condenser 42 charges positively.

Clock pulses are applied from point 43, through condenser 44 and resistance 45, to the grid of a pentode 46 whose cathode is connected to a point 47 at about $-70$ v, and whose anode is connected to the cathode of diode 41 through resistance 48. A diode 49 is connected as shown across condenser 42 and resistance 48 in series. The clock pulses cut off valve 46, which is conducting between clock pulses and has its anode held at zero volts by the flow of current in diode 49.

Thus a clock pulse which arrives when condenser 42 has been charged positively as a result of a negative transient in the input signal allows the grid of a valve 50 to go positive, and the grid remains positive until the clock pulse ends and allows the anode potential of valve 46 to become zero once more. Clock pulses which arrive when there has been no negative transient to charge condenser 42 cut off valve 46, but do not alter the potential of the grid of valve 50 from zero volts. The waveform on the grid of valve 50 is thus as shown in Fig. 3(h). During a clock pulse, the potential of the cathode of diode 41 falls slightly (Fig. 3(g)) and when the clock pulse ends, condenser 42 discharges completely through resistance 48 and valve 46 if the next negative transient is due to arrive.

The operation may be summarized by saying that a clock pulse fed in at 43 is passed to valve 50 only when an anticipatory negative transient in the input has primed the gate by causing the condenser 42 to be positively charged whilst the clock pulse is operative.

Valve 50 is normally cut off, for its cathode is connected to a point at a sufficient positive potential in a potential divider 51, 52, 53. The potential at the anode of valve 50 is caught at about $+80$ v by clock pulses by a diode 55 whose cathode is connected to a point at about $+80$ v in potential divider 51, 52, 53. During a clock pulse, current flows in resistance 54 and the anode potential of valve 50 falls, to a value corresponding to that at which the voltage at the anode of the valve 50 is at the lowest possible value permitted by circuit conditions. There is thus found at point 56 a square, negative-going pulse, corresponding to those of Fig. 3(h) but in opposite phase. These output pulses, which expressly reproduce the original modulation by which the charge pattern of Fig. 3(e) was produced, are applied to the modulator 7 (Fig. 1) to regenerate the pattern.

An important feature of the gate circuit of Figs. 1 and 4 is the facility to erase the stored information, by which is meant converting all charges to dots.

This is done by breaking down the regenerative loop between the pickup plate 11 and the control grid 7 of the tube 8. If this facility were not provided, on starting up the apparatus without feeding in any information there would be a tendency to produce dots, but this tendency would be overcome by a freshly produced dot giving rise to the positive transient in the pickup plate and this regenerates a dash. By momentarily breaking the loop, however, this overriding is prevented and dots are stored on the screen, and after closing the loop regenerates, until information is written in requiring some of the dots to be changed to dashes.

It will be observed that a reconstituted signal is continuously available at point 56. Information may be written in at any time by making the cathode of diode 49 suitably positive for the appropriate period, each embracing a clock pulse, and may be erased by any means which prevent condenser 42 from the charge during a negative initial transient. Alternatively information can be written into the store, as described with reference to Fig. 1, by applying negative potentials to the gate. In this case the negative potentials are applied through terminal 19 to the cathode of diode 25 (Fig. 4), thus permitting the condenser 42 to charge and allow the passage of a clock pulse to the valve 50. Means for achieving these two purposes have not been illustrated to avoid complexity, for their nature will be apparent to those versed in the art.

The arrangement described in detail above has been given by way of example only, and many variations within the scope of the appended claims will suggest themselves. For example, a separate insulating recording surface, other than the phosphor screen, may be provided in the tube: and, evidently, the digit 0 may be represented by a break in the trace, the digit 1 being represented by a continuous trace during a clock pulse. The clock pulse rate of $8,400$ per second is an example only. It is not necessary to extinguish the beam completely to write information into the trace, similar results are had if the beam is reduced in intensity. The illustration is not limited to the storage of digital information, which has been discussed as a conventional example.

In the form of the invention so far described the charge produced by the beam is varied between two different values, namely zero when the beam is switched off and some positive value when the beam is switched on.

In another arrangement according to the invention, which is particularly applicable to storage in digital computers, information is stored as a charge pattern made up of charged areas in the form of dots and dashes. In this case, therefore, although the charge produced by the beam is varied as in the previous example between zero corresponding to the spaces and some positive value corresponding to the dots and dashes, the characteristic feature of the variation of which use is made in storing intelligence is a change in the form of the charge from a small charged area representing a dot and a relatively large charged area representing a dash. It can be shown that when such a pattern is re-explored by an unmodulated
beam, the dots, if of suitable duration, give rise to a negative initial transient, and the dashes are characterized by a positive one. The arrangement may comprise a circuit which normally switches on the beam recurrently at a predetermined interval for the time required to write a dot, but which is operated in the present instance to be stored in the form of positive-going pulses or, for the purpose of regeneration, in the presence of a positive initial transient, to draw out the trace into a dash.

A feature of the arrangement described in detail above is that information stored in any one line is only available once in each scanning of the raster. If desired, the Y terminal may be made such that lines in the raster are scanned in the order 1, N, 2, N, 3, N etc., where N is any line, which can be selected automatically. In such a modified arrangement, the maximum waiting time before the chosen line (N) is read is the time occupied in scanning one other line. In general, however, the invention is not limited to the use of a rectangular raster; in some applications, a single line may be stored, and in others, traces of spiral, circular and other non-rectilinear forms may be recorded. If desired, and if of the record may be set aside for storing information relating to the amplifier gain, the trace brightness or the like, and the signals derived from such a part of the trace may be used to serve an automatic control function.

The invention may be applied not only to digital computers, but to pulse communication systems, in radar, and, in general, in any circumstances in which pulses bear information which is required to be available not only instantaneously, but over a period of time.

I claim:

1. Electrical information-storing means, comprising an evacuated envelope, an insulating, recording surface contained in said evacuated envelope with means for producing a cathode ray beam at a velocity such that, when the beam strikes the surface, the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, means for causing the beam to explore said surface, modulating means for varying the intensity of the beam to give rise to at least two different states of charge in the form of a charge pattern on said surface corresponding to modulations characteristic of information to be recorded, signal pick-up means comprising means associated with said surface for detecting changes in the charge on said surface, means for extracting from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation and means for causing the extracted transients to operate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

2. Electrical information-storing means, comprising an evacuated envelope, an insulating recording surface contained in said evacuated envelope with means for producing a cathode ray beam at a velocity such that, when the beam strikes the surface, the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, means for repetitively scanning a grid of the surface a plurality of adjacent lines constituting a raster, modulating means for varying the intensity of the beam to give rise to at least two different states of charge in the form of a charge pattern on said surface corresponding to modulations characteristic of information to be recorded, pick-up means associated with said surface for detecting changes in the charge on said surface, means for extracting from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation, and means for causing the extracted transients to operate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

3. Electrical information-storing means, comprising an evacuated envelope, an insulating recording surface, contained in said evacuated envelope with means for producing a cathode ray beam at a velocity such that when the beam strikes the surface the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, modulating means for causing the beam to explore said surface, means for extracting from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation and means for causing the extracted transients to operate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

4. Electrical information-storing means comprising an evacuated envelope, an insulating recording surface contained in said evacuated envelope together with means for producing a cathode ray beam at a velocity such that when the beam strikes the surface the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, a source of reference pulses, means for causing the beam to explore said surface, modulating means for causing the beam to vary the intensity of the beam to give rise to a charge pattern on said surface corresponding to modulations characteristic of information to be recorded, signal pick-up means responsive to variations in the charge on and associated with said surface, means for extracting from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation, a gate device fed with said reference pulses, means for operating the gate device for preventing the gate device from allowing reference pulses to pass, and means for feeding reference pulses passed by the gate circuit to said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

5. Electrical information-storing means according to claim 4, comprising means for feeding from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation, a gate device fed with said reference pulses, means for operating the gate device for preventing the gate device from allowing reference pulses to pass, and means for feeding reference pulses passed by the gate circuit to said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

6. Electrical information-storing means according to claim 4, comprising means for producing a gate device at times other than when one of said initial transients is present, whereby new information may be put into the store.

7. Electrical information-storing means according to claim 4, comprising means for preventing the occurrence of one of said initial transients resulting in the operation of the modulating means, whereby information may be erased from the store.

8. Electrical information-storing means, comprising an evacuated envelope, an insulating recording surface contained in said evacuated envelope with means for producing a cathode ray beam at a velocity such that, when the beam strikes the surface, the number of secondary electrons liberated is greater than the number of primary electrons arriving, means for causing the beam to repeatedly explore said surface, modulating means for intermittently interrupting the beam in response to a particular digit of a code to give rise to a charge pattern on said surface whereby the lengths of discrete parts of the charge pattern are determined by modulations characteristic of information to be recorded, signal pick-up means comprising a circuit sensitive to changes in charge on said surface, a circuit for extracting from said pick-up means the initial transient of the signal arising in the subsequent exploration of each element of the charge pattern due to a modulation, and means for causing the extracted transients to operate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.
erate said modulating means to regenerate the charge pattern.

9. The method of storing information electrically which includes the step of varying the intensity of the electrical charge existing along a scanning path according to variations in the signal to be stored, said step including the step of effecting secondary variations in the intensity of said charge which anticipate the primary variations, scanning said path with an electron beam and detecting the secondary variations during such scanning, and reinforcing the said charges in accordance with said detected secondary variations.

10. In a device for storing information, an evacuated envelope composed of insulating material, a thin coating of insulating material on a limited continuous portion thereof, said coating being of different composition than the envelope and both of said materials which if bombarded with electrons of velocities within a limited range of velocities the secondary electrons emitted by the materials will be greater than the primary electrons arriving, an electron gun including an anode for effecting an electron velocity at said coating that is in said range, deflecting elements for deflecting the beam emitted from said gun, a sweep generator for energizing said elements to cause the beam to scan said coating, a modulator for modulating the intensity of the beam in accordance with the information to be stored, a plate of conducting material coextensive with and adjacent said coating to detect changes in the charge thereon, and a regeneration circuit for affecting said modulator according to changes in said charge to reinforce said charge.

11. A device for storing information comprising a surface of insulating material, an electron gun for bombarding the surface at such a rate that the number of secondary electrons emitted by the surface exceed the number of primary electrons arriving, deflecting elements adjacent the beam leaving the gun to cause the beam to sweep the surface, a sweep generator for energizing the elements to effect sweeping of the surface, a modulator for modulating the beam in accordance with the information to be stored, a plate of conductive surface for detecting changes in the charge on the surface, an output circuit connected to and controlled by the charge on said plate and responsive to changes in said charge, and a regeneration circuit connecting the output circuit to said modulator to effect modulation of the beam in accordance with said information.

12. The method of storing intelligence electrically which includes establishing a plurality of groups of elemental electrical charges which are to be stored, each of said groups having one of two predetermined charge conditions, separately exposing each of said groups to an electron beam, detecting any modifications in the charges of each group due to the said exposure, and separately regenerating the charge condition of each group by varying the beam to which it is exposed in a manner depending upon the detected modifications in charges due to said exposure.

13. In a device for storing information electrically, insulating means for storing charges, electron discharge means for bombarding discrete spots of said insulating means with electrons first and second times, modulating means for modulating certain of said bombardments according to information to be stored, and means responsive to changes on said insulating means in the charges due to the initial impact of the second bombardment for controlling the modulating means during the second bombardment to maintain the original charge conditions of the respective spots.

14. In a device for storing information, an electric charge storing body, electron discharge and control means comprising an electron gun for bombarding a surface of said body at such a rate that the number of secondary electrons emitted by said body exceeds the primary electrons arriving, deflecting means for deflecting the beam leaving the gun essentially over the entire area of said surface facing said gun, means for applying voltages to said deflecting means to direct said beam recurrently over certain regions of said surface, means for modulating the beam in accordance with the information to be stored on said surface a charge pattern representative of said intelligence; said pattern including spaced areas having a positive charge; pick-up means adjacent said surface for detecting changes in the positive charges on said areas and for generating voltage variations corresponding to such changes; and regenerating means connected to said pick-up means for applying said voltage variations to said first-named means to regenerate said charges.

15. A device for storing information comprising in combination, a surface for temporarily retaining electrical charges, pick-up means for detecting variations in the intensity of the charges on said surface, input means for receiving information to be stored, and control means responsive to both the pick-up means and the input means for controlling the bombardment of said surface with electrons recurrently to apply and thereafter to regenerate at least two different states of charge on said charged surface in accordance with information fed to said input means, said control means including means for suppressing regenerating signal if the interval that new information is fed to the input means.

16. A device for storing information as claimed in claim 15 in which the last-named means includes a single electron gun for bombarding the surface to apply charges thereto and also including modulating means controlled by both the input means and the pick-up means for controlling the intensity of the beam.

17. A device for storing information as claimed in claim 16 in which the electron gun includes means to bombard the surface at such high velocity that the secondary electrons leaving exceed the primary electrons arriving.

18. In a device for regenerating a charge pattern having areas of positive charge produced by an electron beam striking the charged surface, the velocity of the electron beam producing said charges having such high velocity that the secondary electrons emitted by the surface exceed the primary electrons arriving therewith, the combination with said surface, of pick-up means for detecting changes in the charges on said surface, electron discharge means for producing an electron beam of such high velocity that when it strikes said surface the number of secondary electrons emitted exceed the primary electrons arriving, means for controlling the direction of the beam to direct it at said areas in a desired sequence, modulating means for controlling the intensity of said beam, and regeneration means connected to said pick-up means and controlling the modulating means in accordance with said detected changes in charges for regenerating the charges, said regeneration means including switching means for controlling said modulation means, said switching means having first and second modalities for operating it, one of said inputs being coupled to said pick-up means.

19. The method of preserving a plurality of groups of electrical charges which includes bombarding the groups with electron beams, detecting the effect of said bombardment upon said groups, and controlling the beams according to the results of the detections to reconstruct said groups of electrical charges.

20. In an information storage system having a surface of insulating material with a charged area a limited portion of which area is more highly positive in potential than adjacent portions, the method of preserving the store of information which includes directing a beam of electrons at said limited area and then stopping bombardment of said area, said beam being concentrated upon said limited portion for a time interval immediately
prior to the cut-off of the beam, and the electrons of said beam being accelerated at such high velocity that secondary electrons emitted when the surface is bombarded exceed primary electrons arriving.

21. In an information storage system having a surface of insulation material with a charged area thereon a limited portion of which area may have higher potential than other portions, the method of preserving the store of information which includes accelerating a beam of electrons to such high velocity that when the beam strikes the surface the secondary electrons emitted exceed primary electrons arriving, directing the beam at said limited portion and concentrating the same upon such portion, detecting any change in the charges on said surface due to said beam striking said portion, and controlling the beam according to the detected changes in charges to preserve the information represented by said charged area.

22. In combination in a device for storing digital information, a surface capable of receiving electrical charges, pickup means for detecting variations in the charges on said surface, input means connected to receive information to be stored and means responsive to both the pickup means and the input means for controlling the charges received by said surface and acting recurrently to apply and thereafter to regenerate at least two different conditions of charge on said surface in accordance with information supplied to said input means.
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